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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

After analyzing the data which taken from the novel the note from the 

underground by Fyodor Dostoevsky the researcher take the conclusion to answer the 

problem above chapter I. See the result of the analysis of the data from chapter 4, it 

can be found the answer to the statement of the problem. 

1.1 Conclusions the Novel The Note from the Underground  

The main point the internal conflict of the underground man is how the 

underground faced his internal conflict, here the first conflicts are the underground 

man cannot decide what he is going to do in his live, internal conflict occurs in the 

underground man when hesitant rises in his mind, when he wants to consult a doctor 

about his diseased.  He refuses to treat this ailment because he says he is a spite 

person, although he understands that keeping his problems about his diseased from 

the doctor just makes him in harm conditions. Furthermore, he believed if traditional 

social values no foundation in nature, and that make human existence is essentially 

useless, so he does not trust others. It does mean if he do not need help of a doctor 

and do not goes to the doctor about his diseased. 

Furthermore, The underground man cannot decide what he is going to do and 

says the fact in his live, it is contrast with the statements before and with what he 

does, in the fact, he explained if he not in conditional spiteful and will open minded 
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for everyone when shown sign of friendship to him. Here he faces his conflicts, when 

he says never to be a rude official and to be spiteful person. But, the facts is he lied to 

the reader if he spiteful person and then  instantly goes on to say when he cannot to be 

anything, even he tries to be spiteful person or  to be anything character but he 

cannot. He believed if law of nature will not allow him become anything. But in this 

case he always positive thinking with the conditions self, although it is contras 

condition with normal person. 

The second conflicts are the underground man struggling to define himself. 

Here his faces his conflict, When he tried to understand self but he cannot. Because, 

he has inability to act and indecision to do something, it is to be true or wrong actions 

and to be bad or good character. He continuously thinks about his problem with the 

extremely analytical that is makes some acts to caring himself and give some 

arguments with the nature his being and then if he do something should be like he 

wants according to in his mind, although this acts different from other human 

The third conflicts are the underground man struggling to develop an 

understanding of the nature of his being, there some acts he founds in his life such us 

the Underground Man tells us he is very proud, if he slapped in the face by other 

people although the underground Man does not crimes and not makes guilty to other 

people, find pleasure even in a toothache, get pleasure from humiliation, and the 

underground man cannot blame law of nature, and it made him sick. He faces his 

conflict by enjoyments in every moment and incidents in his life. 
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The fourth conflicts are the Underground Man struggles with himself because 

he is unable to define himself, or posit himself into the known universe. Here he faces 

his conflicts, when he imagines that it will be good, if he has identity than did not. 

Laziness is a defining feature, something that one can identify with symbol. On the 

other hand, The Underground Man cannot define himself in any way. He feels that he 

lacks an identity as a result of being very cultured. He wants to establish such an 

identity for himself, but recognizes that this is impossible.  

The underground man particularly facing his conflicts in the different ways 

like other human, because in his mind he has nature his being and it is different from 

law of the nature. Furthermore, the underground man is an extremely analytical about 

all of his conflicts in his life, and then this analytical also different with other, but he 

still feels if he is an intelligent man with his argument according to him is true and 

then he believed it. Although, he has nature his being, analytical by his mind and do 

contrast acts with other and his consciences. But, he still cannot express what his 

want in surrounding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


